College | Dept | Dept/Subject Abbreviation(s) | Email Address (for approvals)
--- | --- | --- | ---
ART | Art | ART | artprogram@fullerton.edu
Music | MUS | musicoffice@fullerton.edu
Theatre & Dance | THTR | thtrprogram@fullerton.edu
CBE | Accounting | ACCT | accountprogram@fullerton.edu
Economics | ECON | econoffice@fullerton.edu
Finance | FIN | financedept@fullerton.edu
Information Sys Decision Sciences | IDSIS | idsisdept@fullerton.edu
Management | MGMT | mgmtdean@fullerton.edu
Marketing | MKTG | marketingdept@fullerton.edu
Business Administration | BUAD 201 | buad201dept@fullerton.edu
Business Administration | BUAD 301 | buad301dept@fullerton.edu
Business Administration | BUAD 501 | buad501dept@fullerton.edu
Business Administration | BUAD 300 | buad300dept@fullerton.edu
Business Administration | BUAD 210 | buad210dept@fullerton.edu
BUAD 360 | buad360dept@fullerton.edu
Business Administration | BUAD 410 | buad410dept@fullerton.edu
Business Administration | BUAD 511 | buad511dept@fullerton.edu
COM | Communicative Disorders | COMD | comassistant@fullerton.edu
Communicative Disorders | COMM | commdepartment@fullerton.edu
Communication, TV, and Film | CTVA | tvadept@fullerton.edu
Human Communication Studies | HCOM | hcomforms@fullerton.edu
ECS | Computer Science | CPSC | csdept@fullerton.edu
Civil and Environmental Engineering | EGCE | egceoffice@fullerton.edu
Electrical and Computer Engineering | EGEC | egcoffice@fullerton.edu
General Engineering | EGGN | eggnoffice@fullerton.edu
Mechanical Engineering | EGME | egmefac@fullerton.edu
EDU | Elementary Education | EDEL | eed@fullerton.edu
Special Education | SPED | sped1dept@fullerton.edu
Instructional Design & Tech | IDT | idt@fullerton.edu
Reading | READ | readingdept@fullerton.edu
Secondary Education | EDSC | edsc@fullerton.edu
Education Administration | EDAD | edadmin@fullerton.edu
Doctorate of Education | EDD | No Open Enrollment in 600-level courses
HHD | Child and Adolescent Studies | CAS | casdepartment@fullerton.edu
Counseling | CDUN | cdunprogram@fullerton.edu
Human Services | HUSR | humanerv@fullerton.edu
Kinesiology | KNEI | kinesdept@fullerton.edu
Military Science | MUSC | armynro@fullerton.edu
MSW-Social Work | MSW | socialwork@fullerton.edu
Nursing | Nurs | nusring@fullerton.edu
Public Health | PUBH | publichealth@fullerton.edu
HSS | Ethnic Studies / AFAM | AFAM | afam@fullerton.edu
Ethnic Studies / ASAM | ASAM | ethnicstudies@fullerton.edu
Ethnic Studies / CHIC | CHIC | ethnicstudies@fullerton.edu
American Studies / Religious Studies | AMST | amstdepartment@fullerton.edu
American Studies / Religious Studies | RLST | rlgsstudies@fullerton.edu
Anthropology | ANTH | anthrodiv@fullerton.edu
English, Comp Lit, Linguistics | ENGL | engdept@fullerton.edu
English, Comp Lit, Linguistics | ENGL | engdept@fullerton.edu
English, Comp Lit, Linguistics | ENGL | engdept@fullerton.edu
Aging Studies | AGING | galedept@fullerton.edu
Geography | GEOG | galedept@fullerton.edu
Environmental Studies | ENST | galedept@fullerton.edu
Latin American Studies | LTAM | galedept@fullerton.edu
History | HIS | history@fullerton.edu
Liberal Studies | LBS | liberalstudies@fullerton.edu
Philosophy | PHIL | philosophy@fullerton.edu
Modern Languages and Literature | SPAN | modlangdept@fullerton.edu
Modern Languages and Literature | KORE | modlangdept@fullerton.edu
Modern Languages and Literature | GAPH | modlangdept@fullerton.edu
Modern Languages and Literature | FREN | modlangdept@fullerton.edu
Modern Languages and Literature | ITAL | modlangdept@fullerton.edu
Modern Languages and Literature | ARAB | modlangdept@fullerton.edu
Modern Languages and Literature | PORT | modlangdept@fullerton.edu
Modern Languages and Literature | PERS | modlangdept@fullerton.edu
Modern Languages and Literature | ITAL | modlangdept@fullerton.edu
Modern Languages and Literature | GRMN | modlangdept@fullerton.edu
Modern Languages and Literature | CHIN | modlangdept@fullerton.edu
Modern Languages and Literature | TESL | modlangdept@fullerton.edu
Modern Language and Literature | MLNG | modlangdept@fullerton.edu
International Studies | INTL | check with Int'l Programs / No Exchange in Fall
Humanities | HUM | hssdeansoffice@fullerton.edu
European Studies | EUST | on hiatus per Paul Levesque
Politics, Admin and Justice | POLS | polsdept@fullerton.edu
Politics, Admin and Justice | CRJU | crjudept@fullerton.edu
Psychology | PSYC | psychology@fullerton.edu
Sociology | SOC | socdepartment@fullerton.edu
Women and Gender Studies | WGST | womensstudies@fullerton.edu
NSM | Biology | BIOL | biol@fullerton.edu
Chemistry and Biochemistry | CHEM | chemdepartment@fullerton.edu
Geology | GEOG | geology@fullerton.edu
Mathematics | MATH | mathoffice@fullerton.edu
Physics | PHYS | physicsoffice@fullerton.edu
Physics | PHYS | physicsoffice@fullerton.edu
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